
MEET COMMITTEE MEETING 

April 13, 2018 

Frontier Café, Brunswick, ME 

 

Members Present: Matt Cook, Hannah Griffin, Tom Manduca, Taylor Rogers, Mary Ellen Tynan 

Members Absent: Jay Morissette, John Smith, Olivia Tighe, Matt Vogel, Marie Weferling 

 

Junior Olympics/Winter Champs: 

1. Meet Director – All agreed the Meet Director should not be a coach. It needs to be someone 

who can focus all their time on this job including prepping and shopping beforehand, soliciting 

donations in exchange for advertising, etc. Recommended that we compensate Meet Director 

$400 plus hotel and per diem depending on location. 

2. Meet Referee: After discussion with Ken Galica who performed the OQM and with Louis and 

others, it has been recommended that we use this meet as an opportunity to train and progress 

our meet refs. It was also suggested that we have separate staff for the middle session as it is a 

really long day.  Meet Refs to consider: Todd Jorgensen, Steve Pellegrino, Mark Mawhinney. The 

Official’s Chair should be omni-present but allow and mentor and evaluate at this meet. It was 

also suggested we have two Admin Officials (13 & over and 12 & under).  It would be highly 

suggested that you do not work all day if we have enough officials to cover. Official meet duties 

should be delegated among the staff such as checking Deck Passes, etc 

3. Warm-up for Orono: Suggest open Warm-up for the 13 & overs and also assign team seating 

4.  Distance events (1000 and 1650) should be swum combined age to promote the best 

competition but can be broken out for scoring. Do not recommend swimming fastest heat of 

1000 at night. 

5. Deck Security: Marshals were not doing their jobs. Need a marshal meeting. Parents cannot just 

walk down on deck especially at the end of the meet. More announcements needed throughout 

the meet. 

6. Records need to be announced throughout the meet and current records or Sectionals 

qualifying times should be posted on the projector 

7. Get rid of bag tags and replace with pins. If bag tags are not even handed out until after the 

meet, what is the point!  Also suggestion of Maine Recordbreaker Silicone Caps (one per season 

for recordbreakers). 

8. Relays suggest 12 & over as opposed to 11 & over. 

9. Reviewed first draft of updated qualifying times. Too big a gap between 13-14 boys and 15-& 

over. Goes from BB for 13-14 to the A time for 17-18. Too fast for many 15-16 year olds to 

qualify. Need a time in between A for 15-16 and A for 17-18. Also could tighten the 13-14 spring 

events. How do we improve 200 and over events in MSI. How can we encourage the Y league to 

promote these events?   Some of our events have B times as the standard. In these cases the 

kids cannot have bonus available in those events. Should we tighten those cuts a little to allow 

for bonus and just say no bonus qualifying times are necessary?  We allow swimmers from JO 

Trials to swim in the meet without B times. 


